
1/27/2022
7 pm
McNeil Hall 215

Discover Dr. Rachel
Brewer's pathway into
pediatric sports medicine
and orthopedics as she
presents patient cases
from her field.

Pathway to Sports
Medicine 2/10/2022

7 pm
McNeil Hall 215

2/24/2022
7 pm
Zoom

Midterm Social
Celebrate the middle of the
semester with AMWA! Join us for
an evening of conversation,
games, and trivia. Talk with other
Mines students about their plans
for medicine, and learn something
new about your peers.

3/10/2022
7 pm
McNeil Hall 215

A Brainy Residency 4/14/2022
7 pm
McNeil Hall 215

Dental Work
Speak with Dr. Jamie
Richard, a dentist who
runs her own practice with
an amazing office staff.
Learn about dentistry and
how to earn your DDS. 

Chat with Mines graduate
and CU School of Medicine
graduate, Dr. Lyndsey
Babcock, and learn about
her experiences in medical
school and neurology
residency. 

How to Thrive as a
Woman Physician
Join Mines AMWA for an
evening with Dr. Tammie
Chang and Dr. Luisa Duran,
co-authors of How to Thrive
as a Woman Physician and
co-founders and co-CEOs of
Pink Coat, MD, as they share
their personal stories and
discuss their lessons in how
to be healthy and amazing
women physicians.

Meet married couple Dr. Ava
Roberts and Dr. Nixon Roberts and
learn about their paths into
podiatry and dentistry as
international students. They have
advice for future doctors, and their
stories are inspiring for everyone
considering a medical profession.

Lessons from Dr. Roberts
and Dr. Roberts

DO More in
Medical School
Meet Zoe Hendricks, a first-
year medical student at the
University of North Texas
College of Osteopathic
Medicine. Find out about the
different pathways to being a
doctor and get to know year
one of medical school!

4/28/2022
7 - 8:30 pm
Zoom

3/31/2022
7:30 pm
Zoom

Interested in the medical field? Join AMWA
on Mines Engage to learn about updates,
future meetings, and opportunities from
national AMWA. 

Join AMWA on Mines 
Engage

Questions? Contact our officer
team at amwa.mines@gmail.com


